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Release notes:

The release process, as usual consists of several individual (internal) tasks/activities
which will be executed from 3.11.2022 (starting 9:00 CET) - to 17.11.2022

Mind the fact, that due to thousands of ESET PROTECT Cloud instances, the upgrade
will happen in phases (gradual roll-out to individual instances) from 3.11.2022 -
17.11.2022 to secure smooth operation of the whole cloud service. 
Individual customers will be impacted in a minimal way. From their point of view,
updates will require minimal downtime. Individual customer's instance would
be inaccessible up to 15 minutes. Upgrades will happen out of business hours.
New customers will not be affected, as a newly generated instance would be on the
latest version from the very first moment.

The security of the network will not be affected. 

Changelog: 

ADDED: Basic incident overview in the ESET Inspect dashboard
ADDED: CEF format for Syslog
ADDED: Reporting of absolute and relative free space for hard drives in HW inventory
ADDED: Log out action in the Computer context menu (under Power)
ADDED: Log out Client Task
ADDED: Ability to filter Computers by FQDN
ADDED: Ability to filter Computers by Serial Number
ADDED: Last boot time in computer details
ADDED: Ability to deploy LiveGuard on all devices in a static group via context menu
action
ADDED: Ability to reset default filters
ADDED: Static Group name in Syslog events
ADDED: Ability to see the progress of removing client tasks
ADDED: Ability to filter unassigned policies in the Policies section
ADDED: Ability to sort policies in the "Last Modified By" column
ADDED: Support for time-elapsed (duration) filters in Dynamic Groups
ADDED: Comma separator for thousands place in table numbers
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IMPROVED: Table numbers are now aligned right
IMPROVED: Selecting a product from the repository in the Software Install task
IMPROVED: "Deploy ESET LiveGuard" through the computer's or group's context
menu now leverages a better mechanism that is used in the dedicated ESET
Solutions section
IMPROVED: Filtering by Detection Type
IMPROVED: New version of LogCollector (version 4.6.0.0) in Management Agent
IMPROVED: Solutions deployment supports computers in site/company location
based on hierarchy
IMPROVED: Example section in the "Select time interval" filter
CHANGED: Limit from 100 to 1000 when opening selected objects
CHANGED: Disabled optional use OPAL in built-in encryption policy "Encrypt all disks
- Recommended"
FIXED: The license list occasionally disappears when scrolling through a long License
Management list
FIXED: The date/time filter does not work correctly on the localized web console
FIXED: All policies are hidden except auto-update when logging in to the console for
the first time
FIXED: Info message about default value for time-based criteria in Notifications is
shown when it is not mandatory
FIXED: Network adapter(s) screen informs that the latest version of an agent is
required, even though the latest version is installed
FIXED: Default presets for Computers/Detections sections are overwritten in a special
scenario
FIXED: Inaccurate problem count in License Management badge in specific scenarios
FIXED: Missing limit for quarantine management actions, which causes an error
message in some cases
FIXED: HW inventory reports the TPM manufacturer version instead of the
specification version
Various other minor improvements and bug fixes

Product/Service: ESET PROTECT Cloud
Build Information / Service version: EPC 4.0
Languages: All
Planned release window: 3.11.2022 - 17.11.2022


